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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall consider the following problem: Let M be a 
W*-algebra on a separabIe Hilbert space. Then, are there afamily 
of factors {Mn>n61 and a family of commutative IV*-algebras {Zn}nErr 
such that M = ClzFn M, @ 2, ? 
Recently, Powers [5] proved the existence of continuously many 
different algebraical types in type III-factors; therefore, we can guess 
that he problem is negative for type III algebras. 
In the present paper, weshall show that his guess is true-namely, 
we prove that here xists a type III IV*-algebra M on a separable 
Hilbert space which cannot be expressed as follows: M = C, M, @ 2, 
where {M,} (resp. (2,)) is a family of factors (resp. commutative 
W*-algebras). 
2. THEOREM 
In this ection, we shall show the following theorem. 
THEOREM. There exists a type III W*-algebra M 01 a separable 
Hilbert space satisfying thefollowing properties: 
(1) The center of M is isomorphic to the L”([O, -&I)-algebra on the 
Lebesgue m asure space, 
(2) For its central decomposition M = $l” M(h) dh, M(X,) is not 
*-isomorphic to MO\,) for every two d$erent A:, A, E 10, &]. 
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As a corollary, we have 
COROLLARY. There exists a type III W*-algebra M on a separable 
Hilbert space which cannot be expressed as follows: M = C, M, @ Z, , 
where {M,) is a family of factors and Z, is a family of commutative 
W*-algebras. 
To prove the theorem, we shall provide some considerations. 
Let 2I be a type I,-factor and 23 = &i ‘LI, with ‘u, = ‘3 be the 
infinite C*-tensor product (cf. [2]). 
Let E and 77 be two pure states on2I such that 11 5 - q 11 = // 5 + 7 11, 
and define c,+ = he + (1 - h)~ (0 < h < 3). Let & = & and let 
v,, = @z=r CA,, be the infinite product state on B. 
Let u be the state space of b, then it is a compact space with the 
w*-topology. 
Consider the mapping p : h + q~ of the interval [0, *] into 0, 
then we can easily show that the p is one-to-one and continuous; 
hence P@, &I> iscompact in u. Now let dA be the Lebesgue measure 
on [0, $J, then we can define apositive Radon measure dp on CJ such 
that p(p([O, $J)) = ~(a) and dp(p(h)) = 2dh. 
Define 
h(4 = j 0 944 4&J) = 2 j; VM ~ 
for a E 23, then #,, is a state on 23. 
In the following discussions, we shall show that dp is the central 
measure corresponding to# (cf. [9]). For this, we shall provide 
several considerations. 
Let G be the group of finite p rmutations ofpositive integers Jtr, 
i.e., an element g E G is a one-to-one mapping of ~4’” onto itself 
which leaves all but a finite number of integers fixed. 
Then g will define a *-automorphism, also denoted by g, of 
@ by AC 0 4 = C 0 agcn) 9 where a, = 1 for all but a finite 
number of indices. 
For each integer n,we denote by g, the permutation 
1 2”-1 + k if 1 < K < 2”-l, g,(k) = k - 2n-1 if 2”-l < k < 2”, \ k if 2n < k. 
Then we can show the following lemma (cf. [S]). 
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LEMMA 1. Let a, b E 23, then 
where [ , ] is the Lie prodact. 
By Lemma 1, (8, G} is asymptotically abelian (cf. [I], [4], [6]-[S]). 
Now let X be the set of all G-invariant s ates v on !$J namely, 
T(g(a)) = ~(a) for all aE B and g E G. 
Then,X is a convex compact subset of u. Let ZO be the set of all 
extreme points in X, and we shall call an element of %,, an extremal 
G-invariant state. 
Since {d, G) is asymptotically abelian, we have the following 
lemma (cf. [4], [6], [7]). 
LEMMA 2. Let #1 be an G-invariant state on b, then there xists un
unique positive Rudon measure dv on u such that $l(u) = SO q(a) dv(F) 
for a E 9, and v(X,) = v(u). 
The following lemma is due to Stormer (Theorem 2.7 in [S]). 
LEMMA 3. Let 16 be an G-invariant state on 2% Then the following 
three conditions areequivalent 
(1) # is an infinite product state @Tzl CO, with wn = w and w 
a state of 2l. 
(2) + is an extremul G-invariant state. 
(3) $ is strongly clustering [i.e. $(ug,(b)) -+ $(u)+(b) (n --+ CO)]. 
Now we shall consider our state 
for a E d. 
Since q~,, isan infinite product state, by Lemma 3, it belongs 
to %,,; hence p(,X,) = ~(a). 
Therefore, & is G-invariant and moreover the measure p is the 
unique measure corresponding tothe decompositions of #,, in 
Lemma 2. 
Now, let {I& , S,> be the *-representation of 8 on a Hilbert space 
~5~ constructed via 9, then there exists a unitary representation 
g + U, of G on (li, such that UJ, = I& for all g E G and I&(g(u)) = 
U,$~JU)U,-~ for a E b, where lb is the image of 1 in O& . 
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Let W be the W*-algebra generated by 17,(8) and {U, 1 g E G}, 
then the commutant W’ of W is commutative, because {b, G) is 
asymptotically abelian (cf. [I], [4], [6], [7]), and so w’ = the center 
of w. 
Now we shall show the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. Let M be the W*-algebra generated byI&@,) in 6,) 
then the center C of M is contained inthe w’. 
Proof. For g E G, there xists a positive integer n, such that g 
is the identity automorphism on the subalgebra 
Put d = 5X1 @ 2Is @ .** @ 21n0 @ 1 @ 1 @ m-m, then 23 = d @ 9. 
Let g” be the restriction of g on 8, then clearly g = g” @ i, where i 
is the identity automorphism on 53. Since d is a type Izn,-factor, 
every automorphism on 8 is inner; hence we can easily conclude 
that g is an inner automorphism on 23. 
Therefore, for g E G, there xists an unitary element uug in 23 such 
that g(a) = vgaug--l for g E b. 
Hence 17,(g(a)) = 17,(v,)Z7~(a)17~(v,)-1 = UJ&(a)U,-l for all 
a E B and so 
Lp&(w,) E n,(s)‘. 
Now let cE C, then 
U,cU,’ = 17,(w,)( ug-lII&,))-l c( u&7&,)) 17&,)-l = c 
and so c E {II,@), U, 1 g E G)’ = the center of W. 
This completes the proof. 
Now let 8* be the dual Banach space of !I3 and %** be the second 
dual of 8, then 23** is a W*-algebra. 
Let 3 be the center of 23 **. For $ E u, we denote by II& the 
*-representation of b constructed via +. Then 4 and I7& have the 
unique u-continuous extensions to23** for which we use the same 
notations. 
We denote by pll and A, the respective central Radon measure of # 
and corresponding central homomorphism. Then we have 
&4 = j M4b-4 d-4 dcLe(v) 
for x E 3 and a E b(cf. [9]). 
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Let g* be the dual of g in 23* and g** be the second dual of g in 
%**, then the restriction of g* on u is a homeomorphism, and g** 
is a a-automorphism on S**. 
By using the unicity of central Radon measure and central homo- 
morphism, Haag, Kastler and Michel[3] proved the following Lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let # E a. The central Radon measure of the state g*(#) 
is given by 
(1) (th*(*L) Tf >= bb Tf 0 g*> 
for f E C(a), where C(a) is th e s p ace of all continuous f nctions on(T. 
(2) 47w(4 = 4k**w 0 (g-I)* 
for x E 9. 
Inparticular, for a G-invariant state #, the p is g*-invariant forall 
g E G and the homomorphism A,is such that 
(3) 44 0 g* = Adg**w for z E 3. 
Now we shall show 
LEMMA 6. ,s$~(X) = p$o(u). 
Proof. Let c(&J be the support of IItiO, then it is a central 
projection f!B** and A,O is one-to-one on Sc(I&); moreover, 
clearly k!can canonically be identified with 23**c(I&) (cf. [9]). 
By Lemma 4, the center of M belongs to the center of W; hence 
central e ements of a**c(I&) are invariant under g**(g E G). 
Hence by Lemma 5, we have 
4&4 @ g* = 4&**w = 4J4 
for z E 22”“; hence we have q(a) = g*(T)(a) pL,O-almost everywhere 
for a E 8. 
Let {a,} be a subset of 8 which is uniformly dense in 8. Put 
Fn,g = (~1 ?(a,) = g*(y)(a,), y E a}, then Fn,y is compact and 
P.,(I(F,,) = P&J). Put 4 = fLl &, , then CC&J = I-+J)~ and 
q~ E F, implies q~ = g*(v). 
Now, put F = fig.0 g , F then F consists ofG-invariant states, and 
ptiO(F) = pti,(u), because G is countable. 
This completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 7. p+(F n ,X,) = pr,(u). 
Proof. Since pr, is the central measure of & , IT&I3**) = 
J 17,(?.B**) d~,~(y,) will give the central decomposition of the W*-alge- 
bra M (cf. [9]). 
Hence 17,(8**) isa factor for CL&,-almost allyE F; therefore th
covariant representation (I& , UJ of (23, G} constructed viaq E F 
is a factor representation for p$,--almost allq~ EF. 
Since (8, G} is asymptotically belian, this means q~ is strongly 
clustering (cf. [4j, [7]); h ence CJJ isextremal G-invariant forTV,--almost 
all q~ EF. 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 8. TV = CL&, .
Proof. TV and ~1% are positive Radon measures on u which are 
concentrated onX,; therefore by Lemma 2, p = CL,,,, . This completes 
the proof. 
Now we shall prove the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem. Since p = I*~, , 17,@3**) = Jq &(b**) d/~(q) 
will give the central decomposition of the W*-algebra M. 
Hence, the result ofPowers [5] implies our theorem. 
This completes the proof. 
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